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OX Cloud
The tools you need to stay
connected anywhere
Email
One of the easiest-to-use and advanced
email products available. Focused on
productivity, it makes searching, filtering,
and organizing intuitive.
One click on an email and Halo lets you
see the sender’s contact details and all
your interactions (emails, meetings etc.).
Attachment preview makes sure you
always send the right file before you
send it.
Large attachments can be sent as links.
You can even set an expiration date to
prevent old or sensitive files from staying
in circulation.
Email Security
Powerful antivirus, anti-spam, and
anti-phishing software is built in. Using
cutting-edge security technology, we
make sure you are safe, and your mailbox
remains clear of ‘junk’.

Choose advanced security for a ‘security
boost’. Send encrypted messages with
a single click. Get AI supported realtime anti-spam scanning. You can even
recover deleted emails that have been
removed from your Trash!
Ever unsubscribed from an email and
ended up with even more spam? ‘Safe
Unsubscribe’ unsubscribes on your
behalf and helps keeps you Spam free.
Business Calendar
OX Cloud is a real ‘time management’
product!

A digital calendar that makes life easy.
With multiple views and advanced
scheduling that helps you find a good
time for a meeting, even across timezones.
In one view, you see business, personal
and company calendars. You can even
share calendars with colleagues and
external partners. Never miss a meeting
with numerous configurable reminders.
OX Calendar

OX Email
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OX Cloud is an essential package for
every small business.

Team Management & Sharing
Tasks
Create and Prioritize your tasks.
Create detailed tasks, assign them to
others, create reminders and even check
on progress. Alternatively create simple
lists, sync them to your phone and use
them as a to-do or shopping list. Simple
and powerful.
Cloud Storage – Drive
Drive is not just a place to store and sync
files.
It is more like an extension to your
computer – another disk in the cloud.
Simply drag files from your computer to
Drive. It not only syncs, but if an older
version is already there a new version
will automatically be created, keeping the
original just in case.
Business flexibility is provided by
separating private and company folders.
You can easily share your folders with
colleagues or external people.
You can even edit documents online
directly from Drive. Work alone or
together with others simultaneously.

Sharing is Caring
OX Cloud offers many ways to share with
others.
Drive lets you share files and folders with
colleagues, external partners, or even
photos with friends.
Calendar lets you create shared
calendars that others can access.
Email lets you connect almost any third
party account and then use it inside
OX Cloud. You can even combine
mailboxes into one unified mailbox.
Any Device, Anywhere
OX Cloud is device agnostic. You can use
it anywhere and it works on any device.
Start working from your office laptop,
continue while on the move from your
phone and then finish off at home on
your tablet.
You can even use the OX Cloud file
synchronization app to work on files
locally and have them synchronize to all
your other devices.

If you already have another cloud storage
product, you can simply plug it into OX
Cloud. You can then easily drag files from
one to another making file management
simple.

OX Cloud at a glance:
Increase your brand awareness
Connect your company’s domain to build
brand awareness and present a more
professional image with email@yourdomain.com
Stable email for everyone
Reliable email with 99.9% guaranteed
uptime.
Availability
Access your email, calendar, contacts and
files from anywhere and on any device
with webmail or connect via POP and
IMAP.
Security
Using AI and predictive email defense
software, OX Cloud fights to keep your
inbox safe from spam, viruses, malware,
ransomware, and phishing attacks.
Data Privacy
OX Cloud email is completely ad-free,
and we will never sell your data to third
parties.
Collaboration
Increase productivity and collaborate
with your team through shared
calendars, contacts, and tasks.

OX Tasks
Peace of mind
Create and edit text documents directly
in the browser. Work with colleagues in
real-time, while every change is saved
automatically.
OX Drive
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